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ON FIRST LOOKING INTO THE NEW POSIDIPPUS
(Ep. 64, 74 and 87 Austin-Bastianini)

Richard JANKO, Ann Arbor

It is a pleasure to contribute an article to a volume in honour of André
Hurst. Knowing his love for Greek poetry of all periods, and the attention
he has given to new texts, it seemed appropriate to turn my own attention
to the new papyrus of Posidippus (P. Mil. Vogl.VIII 309), which presents
not only fascinating textual and dialectal problems but also a series of
witty epigrams on a wide range of topics. In the few years since this heav-
ily corrupt papyrus became known, so much has been written that one
might have expected that there would be nothing left to add. But my ear
was tickled by three epigrams that have continued to puzzle scholars ;
they can become my triple libation for this occasion. I have translated the
first in the facetious manner for which its tone seemed to call. I can at
least be confident that our polyglot honorand will get the joke, despite the
linguistic licenses and outrageous rhyme-schemes that the form of the
limerick requires. 

I

64.l ai[]n≥e≥ev g∆ ∆Idomenh``a qevlwn cavlkeion ejk≥e≥i`≥n≥[on.
Krhsivla: wJ~ a[krw~ hjrgavsat∆ ei[dome~ eu\:

g]a≥r≥uv≥[ei] ∆Idomeneuv~: “ajl≥[l]∆ w\  ∆g≥a≥q≥e; Mhriovna, qei``
pa;r zwio]plavstai da≥;n≥ [ajdov]n≥h≥to~ ejwvn”

Praise warmly that bronze Idoméneus 
that Cresilas wrought – what a genius!

Idómeneus says: 
‘Run, Meriones,

’cos the sculptor’s long sittings were tedious!’ 

Col. X 26-9 edd. = Bastianini et Galazzi ; Lapini1 = Lapini 2002; Lap-
ini2 = Lapini 2003 1  geidomeneia pap.    2  Krhsivla: wJ~ edd. :
krhsilew~ pap. : Krhsivle<w>: wJ~ Lapini1 a[krw<~> s∆ Lapini2 ei[dome~
scripsi : eidomen pap.    4  pa;r zwio]plavstai scripsi : ajlgevw de;] plavs-
tai dubitanter edd. : nwqeivai] plasta``i Austin ap. edd. : kaivper uJpo;]
plavstai Angiò: . . . . . pev]plastai Lapini2 ajdov]n≥≥h≥to~ edd. :
ajpov]n≥h≥to~ Angiò: ajnov]n≥h≥to~ Lapini1
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The major problem in understanding this poem has always been the
lacuna at the start of line 4, which was correctly calculated by the first
editors as being seven letters wide. Without it, the exact point of the poem
is very hard to discern, although it must lie somewhere in the extraordi-
nary realism of this sculpture by the Cretan artist Cresilas, depicting a
pair of Cretan heroes like the “Riace warriors”; this is a common topos
in Posidippus1. 

The first suggestion to be offered was in the editio princeps2: this was
ajlgevw de;] plavstai. “I’m annoyed at the sculptor”, says Idomeneus, ask-
ing his companion to run to free him from his own static position. There
is an unwelcome synizesis in the Ionic form ajlgevw, which is itself out of
place in this heavily Doric poem. The sense, too, is stilted.

Another solution offered there was Austin’s nwqeivai] plasta``i, which
yields a very different sense, “as you were long motionless in false idle-
ness”. Idomeneus is accusing Meriones of standing still like a statue. This
involves reaccenting plastai as the adjective, and a rather odd usage of
the latter. Posidippus is fond of the noun plavsth~ “sculptor”: this occurs
at 65.1 and 142.1 A.-B. If he did write nwqeivai] plasta``i, this would eas-
ily be misread as plavstai in the context of a poem on sculpture, which
would be confusing. Another obvious suggestion is pev]plastai3.

The adjective in the second half of the line has also been variously
supplied. Lapini suggested ajnov]n≥h≥to~ “useless”4, and Angiò ajpov]n≥h≥to~,
i.e. “esente dalle fatiche della guerra”5. Either would allude to the famous
scene in Homer’s Iliad 13.240-294, in which Idomeneus and Meriones
find each other behind the lines and have an uneasy conversation in which
each defends his valour6. But the first editors’ suggestion ajdov]n≥h≥to~
“unshaken, unmoved, without stirring” is used by Paul the Silentiary
(AP.5.267), and gives an appropriate contrast to the swift motion that
Idomeneus now asks of Meriones, a noted runner7. 

The path towards a correct solution was opened by Angiò, who sug-
gested kaivper uJpo;] plavstai, “sebbene per opera dello scultore, tu sia da
lungo tempo immobile”8. However, at nine letters, even with two narrow
ones (iota and rho), this supplement is much too wide. Before seeing her
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1 Cf. Ep. 63 and 65 A.-B, with Kosmetatou 2004a, 191, 197-199. Could the Riace
bronzes be this very work?

2 Bastianini/Galazzi 2001, 191-192.
3 Lapini 2003, 50.
4 Lapini 2002, 57.
5 Angiò 2002, 139.
6 Kosmetatou 2004a, 197-199.
7 See my notes on Iliad 13.249-250, 16.342-344 (Janko 1992, 79, 361).
8 Angiò 2002, 139.
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proposal, I had thought of pa;r zwio]plavstai, which is seven letters
wide. Posidippus uses this term at Ep. 62.1-2 A.-B. (col. X 8-10): 

mim[hv]sasqe tavd∆ e[rga, polucronivou~ de; kolossw``n,
w\ z≥[wi]o≥plavstai, n≥[aiv], paraqei``te novmou~.

zwioplavstai is used in the same metrical position as here, and
according to the published images of the papyrus takes up exactly the
amount of space that is available for it. The word is rare but attested (it is
also in Lycophron, Philo and Eustathius). Its sense exactly fits the con-
text : it means “sculptor from life”. If this is correct, the conceit of the
poem is that Cresilas’ statue is so lifelike that it was copied from the
physical person of the hero himself, who had to sit motionless for a long
time so that the sculptor could copy every detail of his physiognomy.

The dialect of the poem also presents difficulties. There is still, in my
view, no edition of Posidippus (not even the editio minor of Austin and
Bastianini) that gets his use of dialect right. In each epigram where he
uses some Doric forms, the remaining ones should be restored through-
out, since in Ep. 65 A.-B. (col. X 30-3, = AP XVI (Plan.) 119) the Milan
papyrus proved that Denys Page’s systematic restoration of Doric forms
was correct. Otherwise the poet composes in good Ionic. The scribe of
the papyrus, however, is bad at both dialects and tends to substitute forms
from the koinhv9. It is risky to posit subtle poetic explanations for anoma-
lous dialectal forms when they are likely to be owed to this unreliable
copyist. Hence I restore ei[dome~ eu\ in line 2, rather than accept ei[domen
eu\ as a play on the name of Idomeneus (in its later spelling Eijdomeneuv~),
as the first editors suggested10. This makes the dialect of the epigram
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9 Sens’ (2004) throrough and dialectally well informed treatment of this question
underestimates, in my view, the copyist’s unreliability, as do the numerous defenders
of blatant mixtures of dialectal forms in Posidippus. As the papyri indicate, most of
the koinhv forms in the Medieval manuscripts of poets like Theocritus are likely to
have entered the transmission very early. Our scribe also tends to make errors in con-
trasting pairs, as if trying to correct his first mistake by making a second one (for this
“law of the second error” see Janko 2000, 81-82). Thus in the Ionic epigram Ep. 39.2
A.-B. (col. VI 31) he mistakenly uses the Attic dative Eujploivai instead of Eujploivhi
and in the next line puts nhou`` instead of the correct epic form naou``, which is pre-
served at Ep. 31.3 A.-B. (col. V 24). Likewise at Ep. 14.5 A.-B. (col. II 37) he omits
the n in aj<n>hniovchton because he had inserted an extra n in ∆Alhv{n}ion two lines
above (the word ajhniovchto~ breaks the laws of word-formation, since hJnivai never
began with a digamma, as is shown by Linear B). 

10 Bastianini/Galazzi 2001, 190. The ending -me~ is attested in other Doric poems of
Posidippus, e.g. ajgavgom[e]~≥ at Ep. 87.2 A.-B. (col. XIII 32), and the scribe’s correc-
tion of ei{lome~ to ei{lomen at Ep. 75.1 A.-B. (col. XII 8) is best understood as the
introduction of the koinhv form, as the editors realised.
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consistent: in Cretan dialect hjrgavsat(o) would be correct for eijrgavsato,
contracted from ejÛergavsato (Cretan retained initial digamma until the
second century B.C. but lost it earlier in intervocalic position11), ejwvn is
the Cretan form of the participle of eijmi sum and pavr is correct for parav12.
Conversely, ajdov]n≥ato~ would be a hyperdoric form, since the verb is
donevw13.

II

74.1 ejn Delfoi``~ hJ pw``lo~ o{t∆ ajntiqevousa teqrivppoi~
a[xoni Qessalikw``i kou``fa sunexevpese

neuvmati nikhvsasa, polu;~ tovte qrou``~ ejlathvrwn
h\n ajmfiktuvosin, Foi``b∆, ejn ajgwnoqevtai~.

74.5 rJavbdou~ de; brabeve~ camavdi~ bavlon, wJ~ dia; klhvrou
nivkh~ hJniovcwn oijsomevnwn stevfanon . . .

At Delphi once the filly raced her Thessalian car 
among quadrigas, and dextrously emerged

the winner by a nose. Great was then the din 
the drivers made, Apollo, amid the Pythian judges.

The umpires cast their staffs upon the ground,
so the drivers would win the victor’s crown by lot . . .

Col. XI 33-8    2  a[xoni edd. : axona pap.    4  foibeen pap.    5  brabeve~
scripsi : bracee~ pap. : bracevw~ ci. Austin ap. edd.

In line 5 of this miniature epinician in six distichs in honour of the vic-
tory of Callicrates of Samos, the admiral of Ptolemy II, the scribe wrote
rJavbdou~ de; braceve~ camavdi~ bavlon, where braceve~ seems awkward
and odd. The first editors suggest that it is a predicative complement of
an understood subject ajgwnoqevtai derivable from the verse above,
unless it should be corrected to bracewv~, as Austin proposed14; in the
editio minor the latter translates “in no time they threw their rods to the
ground”. Another possible correction might be braceva~, which is implied
by the translation “their short staffs”15. But it matters little how rapidly
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11 Buck 1955, 46-49. The editors well compared hjavsat(o) for eijavsato in the Doric epi-
gram Ep. 102.1 A.-B. (col. XV 24), which has several other Cretan vocalisms. Why
they then tolerate sh``ma and ejpi; xenivh~ in lines 3-4 escapes me; read sa``ma and ejpi;
xeniva~.

12 Buck 1955, 129, 169.
13 Sens 2004, 70. Thus one need not ask the poet did not write ajdov]n≥ato~ (Bastian-

ini/Galazzi 2001, 191).
14 Bastianini/Galazzi 2001, 201.
15 Kosmetatou 2004b, 230 (but she prints braceve~).
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they cast down their staffs, or how long those staffs were; what is impor-
tant is who cast them down. We need a clearer signal of the change of
subject to the umpires, who are mentioned in an oblique case in the cou-
plet above (ajgwnoqevtai~), since the drivers appear there too, again in an
oblique case (ejlathvrwn) ; otherwise there is a potential ambiguity as to
which group is meant. I suggest that the scribe has written braceve~ by
mistake for the less familiar Ionic form brabeve~, plural of brabeuv~. This
is the mot juste for an umpire at Delphi, as Sophocles’ narrative of
Orestes’ chariot-race there makes clear (El.690). Again we must note
how corrupt the papyrus can be, despite its temporal proximity to the
author.

III

87.1 p≥[w``loi] e[q∆ aJme;~ ejou``sai ∆Olum[pia]k≥o;n Berenivka~,
P≥[i]s≥a'≥[t]a≥i, Makevta~ ajgavgom[e]~≥ stevfanon,

o{~ t≥o;≥ [po]luqruvlhton e[cei klevo~, w|i to; Kunivska~
ejn Spav≥v[r]tai crovnion ku``do~ ajfeilovmeqa.

While yet we were fillies we won the Olympic crown
of Berenice of Macedon, you men of Pisa.

That crown has far-famed glory, since we snatched
from Cynisca in Sparta her long-standing record.

Col. XIII 31-4    1  p≥[w``loi] scripsi : i{≥p≥[poi edd., qui a≥J[gnai; suppleverant
2  P≥[i]s≥a'≥[t]a≥i edd., qui p≥a≥i≥d≥iv≥s≥[k]ai suppleverant    3  po]luqruvlhton
pap.ac: po]luqruvlaton pap.pc

In line 1 the editors offered their original suggestion a≥J[gnai; because
they thought the speakers of this poem were a chorus of maidens, since
they also read p≥ai≥d≥iv≥s≥[k]ai in line 216. Once Cameron had perceived that
the speakers are horses depicted in a group statue17, the editors supplied
i{≥p≥[poi instead. 

At first reading, the phrase i{≥p≥[poi] e[q∆ aJme;~ ejou``sai mystified me;
what on earth could be meant by “when we were still [mares]”18? What
else could they have become? Not stallions, evidently. The first editors’
explanation19 turned out to be that the mares who won this famous20
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16 Bastianini/Galazzi 1993, epigram XXIV, taken up by Cameron 1995, 243-244.
17 1995, 244. For this device cf. Ep. 75 A.-B. (col. XII 8-11). The ultimate inspiration

is of course Achilles’ talking horse in Il.19.404-418.
18 So Austin’s translation in Austin/Bastianini 2002, 113.
19 Bastianini/Galazzi 2001, 215.
20 As Sens noted (2004, 70), editors are wrong to print the scribe’s correction

poluqruvlaton; this too is a hyperdoric form (cf. the verb qrulevw). 
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Olympic victory, now turned into highly realistic bronzes, were referring
to their previous living state, just as Idomeneus and Meriones in Ep. 64
A.-B. are imagined as having been transformed from living heroes into
bronze statues. They have outdone the bronze horses dedicated at Olympia
by Agesilaus’ sister Cynisca21. However, this explanation seems laboured.

A better solution arises from the editors’ original idea that the speak-
ers of the poem about Berenice were girls. In developing this Cameron
wrote:

“since it is these ‘girls’ who win the crown and take long-standing
glory from Cynisca, they must be Berenice’s victorious horses. The
emphasis on their youth, gender and marital status is merely a poetic
way of indicating that she won in the category of pw``loi with an all
female team.” 

He notes that Miltiades won three successive Olympic victories with
the same set of mares22, and that coursers are often mares in Pindar23.
After 384 B.C., when the pwliko;n tevqrippon was established at
Olympia24, there were separate chariot-races for horses and for foals, as
is exemplified by the double victory won by the umpire Troïlus in 372
B.C.25 The contest for foals was too early for Cynisca, who won her vic-
tories in (probably) 396 and 392. But her feat was outdone by the triple
Nemean victory of Berenice II, which she won with the chariot of horses,
the chariot of foals and the sunwriv~; this is celebrated by Posidippus in
Ep. 79 A.-B. (col. XII 34-9), as is the multiple Olympic victory of Arsi-
noë II in Ep. 78.7-8 (col. XII 26-7). Since Bilistiche won Olympic char-
iot victories with fillies in 268 and 264, Cameron deduced that the
Berenice of this poem is Berenice I (ca. 317-277) and not Berenice II26.
The fact that the epigram is placed between poems in honour of Berenice
I may support his identification27. Ep. 78.5 (col. XII 24) and 88 (col. XIII
35-XIV 1) both refer to a chariot victory of Berenice I at Olympia, but
these poems offer no further details.

We now know that there are no girls in this epigram, but loquacious
mares. The simplest explanation of the opening phrase is that these mares
were “still fillies” (p≥[w``loi] e[q∆) when they won the race. The traces of ink
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21 Paus.5.12.5.
22 Hdt.6.103.
23 O.1.41, 6.14, N.9.52, P.4.17, etc.
24 Paus.5.8.10.
25 Paus. 6.1.4, ajnelevsqai nivka~ . . . teleivai te sunwrivdi kai; pwvlwn a{rmati.
26 Cameron 244, followed by Bastianini/Galazzi 2001, 214-215. Bingen is inclined to

agree (2002, 51 n. 10, 57 n. 23).
27 Bastianini/Galazzi 2001, 214.
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surviving at the start of the line are just as compatible with p[ as with
ip[.28. In this hand p≥[w``loi should occupy slightly more space than would
i{≥p≥[poi, but this presents no difficulty at the start of this verse. Posidippus
uses the feminine hJ pw``lo~ at Ep. 74.1 A.-B., cited above. Thus this epi-
gram does indeed celebrate a victory with a chariot of fillies, as Cameron
surmised, but it says so explicitly29.
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